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AIRPLANE BALANCE.

By

L. Huguet.

Relative Influence of iiheVarious Constituent Elements of an

Air~lane on LongitudinaJ Stability in Flight.

The position of the center of gravity has a preponder-
ating influence on the longitudinal stability of an air@ane in .
flight. Constructors have long been a-wareot this influence,
and, nevertheless, many of them are still content to apply em-
piricaJ rules to the balancing of their maohines.

● The results thus obtained are usually very unsatisfac-
tory, corresponding, moreover, to the rules applied. Only those
experienced in Aviation, those who have had the opportunity of
making many tests and who are capable of drawing correct con-
clusions from their numerous experiments - only such men can
work with any certainty, Others are, f?r the most part, content
either to apply a vague, general law, or to balance their ma-
chine for a particular case of flight. In the latter case,
they place the center of gravity in a position compatible with
that of the resultant of the actions of the air on the cellule,
and even suoh resultant is very vaguely defined by the polar
of the wing utilized.

Balance cbtained under suck poor conditions is rarely
satisfactory. The maneuverability of such machines is rarely
all that could be desired. In order to improve it, the con-
structor makes slight changes here and there, he alters the tail,
the position of the planes, etc., but, just as vagueness reigned _
in defining the center of gravity, so these modifications are
determined more by guesswork than by logic.

The problem of balance may, however, be discussed.

,
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The metacentric curves given in the Laboratory have
aiready enabled va.riausa~~thorsto take up this discussion.

We are generally led to define the rui.esof balance
through our search for the conditions of longitudinal stability
of the airplane. A6 we shail see fu-ther on, the application
of these rules nearly always involves recourse to wind tunnel
tests, the only tests which enable us to find the laws charac-
terizing the equilibrium of the glide~.

The lines of the following discussion were suggested
by the very interesting system of’curves %hich the Schneider
Works recently had &awn up by the Eiffel Laboratory for the
glider corresponding to the all-metal machine ‘of 9 tons which
that firm is nommakhg. This system of curves was dra~-~up as
the result of investigations on ihe balance of machines pre-
sented to the S.T.A6, and which, in free flight tests, wre
found to be want:ng in controllability.

The Laboratory %as requested to make experiments on a
reduced model for the purpose of determining, for this glider,
the displacement cmes of the center of Total thrust when the
sngle of attack of the cellule varies and when the setting of
the tail varies.

These experiments are, first, of theoretic interest,
for the curves o’otainedenable the fundamental problem of lon-
gitudinal stability to be discussed in a very satisfactory
fashion.

They are also of great practical interest, seeing T
that the results furnished agree almost perfectly with those
previously noted in free flight tests of modecn machines.

.41s0,by the mind tunnel test af the reduced model
they supply the means of determining whether the full sized
airplane is “wellbalanced, whether the tail surfaces are suf-
ficient, well placed and efficient.

Actually, an airplane is said to be ‘=11 balanced
when its center of gyavity is from 1/3 to 1/4 for~~rd on the
chord of the straight-edged cellule Wicb is equivalent to the
oellule of the airplane.

.,
The results of the above mentioned experiments are in “-

agreement with this rule, though they show its insufficiency.

They also show the advantages and disadvantages
placing the center of gravity further for~rd or baokward
the wing.

of
on —
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The tunnel tests were oarried out as foll~ws:

.4complete glider with its tail surfaces was placed
in the airstream of the t-annel. The horizontal surfaces Con–
sisted Gf a fixed plane, HAT;INGITS CHORD PARALLEIJTO THE WING
CHORD, and .amovable piane {the elevator). These WERE OF SYM-
METRICAL PROFILE.

The displacement curves of the oenter of thmst for
the whole of the glider were plotted for different constant
settings, u,, of the elevator, as function of the angles of
attack of the cellule.

There is a curve for each angle a .

The system of curves has the genexal sweep shown in
Fig. 1, where the angles of attack (1) are laid off as ordi- .
nates; the distances from the center of thrust to the leadin

?edge of the wing are laid off as abscissas and estimated in o ‘
of the chord of the wing.

Each curve of displacement of the center of thrust is .
defined by the u of the setting.

The angle g of the elevator is measured frcm a di-
rection parallel to the chord of the whg: it is reckoned as
positive above the chord (a setting which makes the airplane
dive) and negative below.

The point whose displacement we are studying and
~hich we call conventionally the center of thrust is not a rzet-
acenter, but simply the point at which the resultant of the ac-
tiOns of the air inte~sects the axis of thrust of the propeller.

The position of this point for a given angle a and
angle of attack i, will be the abscis&a of the paint of this
curve G, the ordinate being i.

For a clear understanding of the following discussion “
it must not be forgotten tiaatwe always assume the total re- ,
sultant of the actions of the air to be decomposed into two
forces (Fig. 3):

One, alcmg the axis of thrust of the ~ropeller and ““
opposed to the thrust; t~e other vertical.,directed in the
sense opposed to the act”ionof gravity.

The following dts&ssion bea~’suaon the curves ob-
tained for this sjjecia~glider,
of general application, for all
chines of today ~-e of the same
systems of curves.

but the oo~olusions drawn &
the gliders of the usual ina-
kind and give rise to similar
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● These ourve~ ~ay ~~q in foy~, d:st~ce , ~d pog~.
‘tion, as we shall see, but such variations do not at all ohange
the conclusions derived from the discussion.

Elesidesthe fundamental test which serves as a basis
for this study, other tests have been made on the same glider
with tails of varying shapes and dimensions; further on we shall
see what interest such tests present.

For the present we will only study from a statioal
point cf view, in the case for which a uniform and rectiliriear
regime of flight is established the equilibrium of the forces
entering into play and deterfiinethe conditions under mhioh the
equilibrium considered will be stable, deducing, if possible,
from such conditions the precautions to be taken in construct-
ing machines in order to ensure their bekng stable and manageable.

We will examine the follcrningpoints:

~st ● The longitudinal stability, in flight, of a
glider With coinciding oenters, asszming that ‘VWhave a power
such that we can always by the thrust of the propeller, balance
the componsnt of the forces opposed to thrust.

o 2nd. The influenoe exercised on the stability of
flight by the position of the axis of thrust with respect tc the
center-of gravity and the whole of the glider,

3rd. Stability on the ground before taking off, and
the influence of the position of the landing gear.

~thc The influence of the elements of the glider on
the balance, the possibility of sometimes correcting defective
balsnce, and the valuable information given on this point by
wind tunnel tests.

5th. A brief examination of the equilibrium of power
in horizontal flight, where the conditions of stability peoul-
iar to this kind of flight are added to the previously existing
conditions of the stability of the glider, and interfere in
fixing’the safety limits of certain evolutions.

Ist. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OF THE GLIDER WITH
COINCIDING CENTERS.

—.

We shall first discuss the longitudinal stability of -
the glider on the assumption that the airplane has coinciding
centers; that is, that its center of gravity is on the axis of -

●
thrust of the propeller,
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@ In this case, accordbg to the decomposition of the
forces already ccmsidered, only the resultant of lift can af-
feot the longitudinal stability of the maohine (Fig. 4].

We shall further assume that there is always a regime
of flight established such that (Fig. !5)the component P will
be equal to the might n and T (propeller thrust) will be
equal and opposed to Tr (resistanoe to thrust). For the mom-
ent we shall not take into account the magnitude of the reZa-
tive spesd which m shall assume to be always such that the
oompment of lift will balance the meight n.

CONDITION 03’BALANCE. - For the machine to be balanced, the
centez of thrust ~st be on the vertical through the center of
gravity.

It is very clear on Fig. 1 that, for a given angle of :
attack and a given center of gravity, G, of the glider, bal-
ance is only possible for one clearly defined setting of the
=Mtiator.

For a given setting of the elevator and a given an-
gle of attaok, balance only occurs if the center of gravity
occupies a clearly determined position.

o For instance, the point g, corresponding to u = - 5C
and i = + 50, defines a state of equilibrium for the center
of gmvi-ty G.

REGION 03’STABILITY, - In the whole regicm comprised between
Oy and Otyl for which 001 is almost 1/3 of the chord of the
Jving,the positions of equilibriuficorrespond to stable eq@li-
briums, viaateverbe the angle of attack.

The position of equilibrium characterized, say, by
$gdiiso;tahle. In point of faot, to each accidental variation,

- d.i, “ofthe angle of attack i, corresponds a dis-
placement of the center of thrust ggf or ggn, such that the
thrust gives rise to a torque, correcting, in each case, the
accidental deviation, without the pilot having to interfere or
change the setting a of his elevator.

Point g?, corresponding to.an increase in the angle
of attack, is in the rear of G, and therefore the correspond~
ing thrust tends to make the machine nose-heavy so long as gf
has not returned to the vertical of G.

On the contrary, g~, corresponding to a decrease of
the angle,of attack, is in front of G, so that the thrust
tends to make the machine tail-heavy,

●
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s REGI~N OF NEUTRAL ~QUILIBRIUM. - Qn Fig. 1 theze is a curv9 u
=0, a flattened curve of vertical inflexion, coinciding
with

be at
chine
tmen

.
O’yt.

If we ‘assume.~~e denter of gravity of the airplane to
& and the elevator set at the angle a = 0°, the ma-
will be balanced for all angles of attaok comprised be-
?0 and 1°.

....
This shows that at small angles of attack, the air- -

will be balsmed with a suitable-position of the oenterplane ..
of gravity anda given setting of the t&il, at any angle of at-
tack within the given limits.

At large ang3.esof attaok, for the same position of
the center of gravity, balanoe is assured with tail settings
of large absolute value, and we see on the u curves that equi-
librium again becomes stable.

REGION OF UNSTABLE EQUZLIBRI?JM.- We shall now suppose the cen-
ter of gravity to be situatedto the left of o’Y~ at G .
At small angles of attaok there is for a setting a of th~ ele- .
va%or, a position of equilibri- characterized by a point Oti-
the curve G, say gl.

This position of equilibriums unstable.

In fact, to an accidental increase, + di, of the
angle of attack, corresponds a displacement g ~ g’l of the
center of thrust, and the resulting torque tenbs to make the
machine still more tail-heavy.

If the pilot keeps the elevator
nose of the machine will rise until gl

where equilibrium is stable?above gl,

setting fixed, the
returns te gtr[l

of the angle’of.at-
of the oenter of
fuzther inorease the

To an accidental &crease - di
tack, corresponds a displacement gl gll

tthrust, and the resulting torque tends o
nose-heaviness of the machine; the equilibrium is no longer
Stable, for aii gt~l below g,, the equilihxium is also un-
stable.

Thus, for an airplane ba.lanoedtoo much to the rear,
equilibrium is only stable at large,angles of attack cf the
cellule. \

At large negative angles of attao~~ balance would on-
ly be stable if ws considered a regime of flight tith the ma- _
chine inverted. .--
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REGION OF IMPOSSIB&Z MANEUVER. - If the tail has a minimum set-
ting, say a = -20 the system of a curves is limited to
this curve a = -206●

If the center of gravity of the airplane is suffic-
iently forward between on and o, there are no elevator set-
tings which allow of finding a position of equilibrium at large
angles of attack (greater than i = 11° for instance).

The ceiling of the machine is then determined by this
maximum angle of attack compatible with the controls. The ma-
chine loses part of its flying qualities through being badly
balanced.

If the machine should happen to be placed h such con-
ditions of flight that its angle of attack exceeds i = 11°,
it cannot keep such a position and will nose dive until the max-
imum angle of attack compatible with its balance is reached.

In such a case, the machine has no maneuverability at
large angles, while having excessive stability at small angles.

When the elevator setting is not l$mited by construc-
tion, the action of the controls is none the less limited for
each value of i to a maximum setting such that a + i (~~g.6)
is the angle at ‘Xhichthe tail plane reaches its maximum .

If we increase or reduce a beyond this value, the
KY of the tail plane deoreases, and the ~tion produced by
the elevator is the reverse of what would be normally produced
by a larger setting of the elevator.

Thus, even with an elevator which can be set to any
angle, there is a limiting curve which, for a given center of
gravity, determines a maximum angle of attack, beyond which the
machine is unable to maintain its flight.

It should be noted that with elevators which can be
set at any angle, it is possible to fly with the elevator set
at an angle greater than that reqyired for maximum efficiency,
but in such a case the action of the controls is reversed.

The curves shown on Fig. 7 are those of a glider hav-
ing a tail of small relative area, but ~together mobile; the
figure shows that the curve a = 0° and a = -3° intersect
each other, thus indicating t&t, for sufficiently large angles
of attack the setting a = -3 reaches and exceeds the setting
required for maximum efficiency.

The foregoing remarks @y apply to the longitudinal
equilibria of the glider, independently of the axis of t-hrust
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A
w of the propeller, drag, and available power. From these remarks

it results that, with current wings and THE DISPOSITIONS OF TAILS
USUALLY EMPLOYED;

lst. - MACHINES HAVING THE CENTER OF GWVXTY VERY MUCH
FORWARD (in frent of o~’) cannot fly at large angles of attaok,
and are consequently unable to reach the ceiling for which ‘ -
they are fitted by their aerodynamical characteristics.

Also, they can only land at small angles of attack,
and their landing speed is, therefore, much too high.

These machines have far too much auto-stability at
small angles of”attaok.

It appears from the system of our’&s=s~~O~ on Fig. 1,
that if we a6S~e a minimum tail setting, the air-
plane will not be able to reach its angle of flight it the ceil-
.ing (this angle being about 12°) if its center of gravity, G,
is at less than 1/4 of the ohord of the wing from the leading
edge, that is, between O“ and 0.

2nd . - MACHINES HAVING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY BETWEEN
01 011(ABOUT 1/3 OR 1/4 FORWARD OF THE WING] are stable at all
angles of attack utilized in flight. They can be maneuvered at
all angles up to the ceiling.

3rd. MACHINES HAVING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY TO THE
REAR (AT ABOUT 1/3 FORWARD OF THE WING) AT Ot FOR IW3TANOE, are
in neutral balance at normal angles of horizontal flight at a
mean altitude.

These maohines are dangerous to fly; when they are
put to a nose dive, they continue diving by force of inertia
without the controls being touched, and only zight themselves
when the pilot sets the elevator at the angle corresponding to
equilibrium at horizontal f~ight.

In order to right them, the pilot must intervene ener-
getioally.

For the same reason, when these machines.are tail
heavy, they keep the same position,

These faots can easily be deduced from an examinatim
of the curve.a = C@ (Fig. l).

we shall assume the airplane to be balanced for flight,
such balance being marked on th~ figure by the Point ~, cor-
responding to a = -5°, i=ll.

●
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- If the pilot wishes to fiosedive, he increases a..’
Suppose he takes a = + 59; the machine Wiil nose dive, and keep
on diving up to -10°, if the pilot keeps the same setting.

Lioxeover,the machine will ccmtinue diving by the
force of inertia, even though the pilot returns to the setting
u= C)”(the setting for normal flight).

As a matter of faot, with this settin6’ a = 0°6 the
variation of the angle of incidence from i = 7 to i = 1 ,
causes no displacement of the center of thrust, and therefore
no torque intervenes to fix the maohine at a given angle of
attack within those limits.

For certain gliders, the tigle of attack may thus hap-
pen to be negative before we find on the a curve”a point of
equilibrium cor~esponding to a center of thrust further forviard
than G and creating a righting torque,

IT SHOULD BE NOTED (though it may seem rather para-
doxical) THAT THIS DANGEROUS DEFECT OF ifEUTRALSTABILITY ARISING
FROMA CENTER OF GRAVITY PLACED TOO MUCH IN THE REAR, MAY, IN ~
FREE FLIGHT TEST, CAUSE A TENDENCY TO NOSE DTVE. THIS MIGHT LEAD
TO THE l?ALSEASSUMPTION THAT THE BALANCE WAS PLACED TOO FAR
FORW... I

●✌ These machines with neutral stability are patiicularly
dangerous in the take off and nay have a tendency to capsize
instead of getting off the ground. i will return to this point
later on.

UJWHINES HAVING TKE CENTER OF GRAVITY VERY MUCH
TO THE REJ$~h&E~OND O1O [outside the forward 1/3 of the wing)
are in unstable e~ilibrium at normal angles of flight a% 10W
altitudes; they are only stable at large angles of attack.

In flight at small angles, if the aviator accidentally
points the maohine up, it becomes tail heavy] if he aooidentally
points it dom, it becomes nose heavy

These maohines fly at small angles of attack with u
g=~e~ally positive (when the fixed plane is parallel to the wingl:
the tail has then lifting power.

Zn such machines, the controls are usually inverted on-
ly for negative angles of attack.

INVERTED FLIGHT. - The a curves plotted m Fig. 1 axe
discmtinuous.
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“- The discontinuity corresponds to the actions of the
air, and tbe general.sweep of the curves ai negative angles
indicates that the conditions of good balance are of the saue
nature in f1ighi in an inverted position as in normal flight.

EFFECT CZ?THE POSITION OF THE AXIS Cil?PROPELLER

THRUST.

RELATIVE POSITION (l?THE AXIS OF THRUST AND OF THE CENTER OF
GRAVITY. - In the first pazt of the Paper we assumed that the
machine was one with coinciding centers, that is, that the
center of gravity was on the axis of propel~e-rthrust.

The component of the total resultant of the actions
of the air, we have called resistance to thrust, as opposed to
~he t-hrustof the propeller, when the other compcment is ver-
tical.

Practically, there are no machines with exactly coin-
ciding centers. The center of gravity is always either above
or below the axis of thrust.

In studying the stability of a machine having exactly

● the same glider as that considered in the first part of this
Paper, but having its center of gravity G not placed on the
ZIXiSof thrust, we can utilize the same curves, on condition
of considering, not the position of G, but the position of g, ;
the noint at which the vertical passing through the center of
gravity meets the axis of thrust (Fig. 8).

The result is that g is not fixed on the axis of
thrust as G was.

g moves one my or the other when the angle of at-
tack varies, according to whether G is above or beloW the
axis of thrust.

We are still only considering a rectilinear regime
of flight where the forces are in equilibrium.

In such a case, *#nenever g is in the region of good
stability, the machine is stable, whatever be the position of
G with respeot to the axis of thrust.

Machines in ;~hichthe cente~ of gravity is not near
the axis of thrust, thus always pessess a region in which the
angles of attack correspond to good stability.
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MACHINES IN WHICH THE CENTER OF GRAVITY IS BELOW THE
AXIS OF THRUSTs - For these machines, the imaginary center of
gravity g movss backmrds when the angle of attack decreases
and forward when it increases (Fig. 9).

Therefore if the balanoe is good at mean angles, there
is a region of instability at small angles and a region at
large angles of attack in which no maneuver is possible.

The displacement%of g therefore presents an incon-
venience in each particular case. At small angles of attack
the machine becomes distinctly unstable,
bility at large angles (if the center of
ly below the axis of thrust}.

This case of defective balance
on seaplanes with hulls: Its importsmce
the glider used in each particular case,

and has no maneuvera-
gravity is sufficient-

may especially occur
evidently depends on
for, as we shall see,

the ~ curves depend on all the constit~ent elements of the “
glider.

MACHINES IN WHICH THE CENTER OF GRAVITY IS ABWE THE
AXIS OF THRUST. - In these machines the imaginary center of
gravity g moves forward ~en the angle of attaok decreases,
and backwards when it incxeases.

A
.- Therefore, when balance is good at mean angles, the

machine, owing to the form of the curves, ‘willbe stable at
large angles, although balance is to the rear, and ~11 have
fianeuverabilityat small angles of attack like all machines
having balance forward.

It thus appears that from the point of view of sta-
bility in rectilinear and uniform flight, there is a decided
advantage in having the center of gravity above the axis of
thrust. The distance between them must not, however, be too
great.

lUZLATIVEPOSITION OF THE AXIS OF THRUST IN T~ GLIDER.- ‘

There is another reason why the position of the axis of propeller
thrust is of so much importance in balance, and that is its reb
ative position as affecting the whole of the glider.

In fact, the whole.study is so far based on the dis-
placement of the point of intersection OF THE RESULTANT OF THE
REACTIONS OF THE AIR AND THE AXIS OF THRUST. Considering that
this resultant varies in direction with the angles of attack,
it follows that the displacement of the point of intersection
will be more or less, according to the position of the axis of
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propeller

This appears olearly on Fig. 10, which gives a meta-
centric sheaf corzespondhg to’s given sett3.ngof the elevator.

The points of intersection of the different result-
ants with a given axis of thrust will define the abscissas of
the a curve studied above as function of the angles of inci~enoe,

It further appears (Fig. 10) that the lower the axis
of thzust in the glider, the slighter the relative siope of the
a curves.

The elevator has therefore become more sensitive, and
the region in mhic~ the balanoe is considered to be good, O1O1!,

is enlarged; the machine is more easily balanoed and the oper-
ation is not so delicate.

If, on the contrary, the axis of thrust is raised in
the glider, the center of thrust VJill vary much less for the
same variations in the angle of attack, aad hence the a curves
have a much steeper slope. Consequently, the machine does not
answer so readily to the aution of the steering mechanism, and
the region of good balanoe, Owol, is greatly reduced; all this
necessitates extreme accuracy in construction if the machine 1s
to have stability and maneuverability.

If the axis of thrust is raised still higher in the
glider, if, in particular, it is in the vicinity of the meta-
center corresponding to the case under consideration, stability
all be neutral in the vicinity of the setting a and of the
angle of attack which dete~ines this metacenter,

For values of a or i corresponding to metacenters
above the axis of thrust, the elevator regains a little effic-
iency. For values of a and i corresponding to metacenters
belo~ the axis of thrust, the machine till be unstable, for the
corresponding a curves will slope in the contrary direction
to those w have hitherto considered in the region of stable
equilibrium. .,

We thus see that the position of the center of gravit-
y with respect to the axis of thrust, and the relative posi-
tion of the axis of thrust in the glider are of the greatest
iuportanoe in the balance of an airplane.

* It should be understood that we assume (which is not exactly
the case) that the axis of thrust can be displaoed in the
glider without affecting’the magnitude and position of the
passive resistances and hence without affeoting the magni-
tude and direction of the general resultant of the actions
of the air,
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If it is desired to have a very stable maohine, the.

axis of thrust must be plaoed low in the glider; it may then
b~ below the oentez of gravity and will thus, for two reasons,
facilitate good balance.

The position of the axis of thrust in the glider is
often decided by questions of construction or of practioal
use. In certain seaplanes such considerations lead to the axes
of thrust being placed very high in the oellule; in such cases
careful experiments should be made in the wind tunnel in order
to find out whether this position of the axis of thrust ren-
ders it impossible to have a machine which is automatically
stable at normal les of attack.

Y
In caees where the machine

is found to be stil automatically stableJ these tests would
determine the exact region in which the vertical of the center
of gravity must remain in order that the machine shall be sta-
ble and controllable at all angles of attaok which it can util-
ize.

INITIAL AD~STMENT OF THE TAIL PLANE,

The glider hitherto considered ‘wasthat having a tail
formed of a fixed plane and an elevator,

Since the object of the latter is to vary, by its
A setting a the

%
of the whole tail, it is evident that the

form of the a c rves will depend on the ratio of the area of
the elevator to that of the fixed plane. The argument, how-
ever, is not affected, whatever this ratio may be; the same
general sweep of the curves is kept, even though the whole tail
plane is flexible. Figs. 7, 11, 12, are those of tails which
are entirely flexible.

If the elevator has a fixed part and a flexible part,
as on the glider hitherto considered, it is well to adjust the
fixed part so that, in horizontal flight at the normal alti-
tude of utilization, the flexible part of the tail plane shall
be in the bed of the wind, thus causing no fatigue to the pilot.

The best solution is evidently to have a fixed plane
which can be regulated from the pilotls seat, so that this re-
duotion of fatigue may be realized for all regimes of flight
which can be utilized.*

For maohines in which the fixed part of the tail
plane cannot be regulated, it should be initially adjusted so
that, at the angle of flight at the altitude considered, the

* British Transport Planes especially have been designed with
this idea. Several interesting devices were shown at the
last Frenoh Aeronautic Show,
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. elevator being in
whole Gf the tail
on the w- ical of

.~~.
!

the prolongation of the fixed plane, the
shall be set so that the center of thrust is
the center of gravity.

Tests have been made under these conditions for the
glider considered, with tails of various shapes and dimensions.

The curves of these tests have already been given in
Figs. 7, 11, and”12. By these curves we see that, men the
whole taii plane is flexible, the phenomenon is exactly compar-
able to that studied in the case ●where only the elevator was
flexible.

From the curves shown in Figs. 7, 11, and 12 we may
conclude that, for a given glider flying at a given altitude at
~ angle io, the machine being all the more stable at the
center of gravity is further forward, the tail plane will have
a negative adjustment tith respect tb the chord of the wing,
and this negative adjustment will be greater as the machine is
more stable*?.

Stability at a normal regime of flight at a normal
altitude will thus be usually characterized by the upward V
formed by the chord of the wing with the chord of the tait
plane.**A

Machines adjusted with a dovmward V (lifting tail)
~ill be very near instability, and will assuredly be unstable
at small angles of attack.**

**
We are led to these conclusions by considering that, in or-

der to keep the equilibrium of forces l% must, in advam-
irigthe oenter of gravity, set the tail so thai it till
lose lift to such an amount that the righting torque ore-
ated equilibrates the diving torque due to the new posi-
tion of the center of gravity

THESE CONCLUSI(NJSARE 0NL% ABSOLUTE FOR SYMMETRICAL EMPENNAGES;
WE MAY, IN FACT, CONCEIVE OF TAIL PROFILES (INVERTED WING “

In

PROi?ILfi) SUCH TiI.M!THE TAIL HAS NO LIFT TiiOUGHITS CHORD
DOES NOT FORM A V WITH THE CHORD @ THE WING. There would
be great advantage in studying such tail shapes, the use of
which might considerably modify the sweep of the curves
and reduce the head resistance of the empennages while keep-
ing and even increasing their efficiency.

pa~ticular, we may see the possibility, with such tails,
of “oalancingairplanes, without any ill effects, more to
the rear than is done on cur present machines.



~ABILITY AT THE START.

In this Paper we have stated that an airplane bal-
anced too far back, and consequently, almost neutral as to sta-
bility, has a tendency to capsize at the take off.

In order to prove this tendency, we will begin by de-
termining the best position for the landing gear, that is, the
position of offering the greatest safety, both when the ma-
chine is running along the ground, with its skid down, after
~a#ing, and when it is taxi-ing along, tail up, befoze taking

.

Many authors advise the adoption of a large ground
angle, that is, to place the landing chassis in such a my
that the wheels touch the ground very far in advanoe of the cen-
ter of gravity.

According to these writers, this ground angle should
be about 200 when the machine is in the line of flight, hence,
about 35° when the skid is on the ground.

This would allow the aizplane all safety of movement
on the ground after landing when the skid is on the ground.

-
The large ground angle makes the machine tail heavy

and the”skid therefore acts as a strong brake. An angle of 35°
would, however, seem excessive.

give
An

zise to
incautious increase of this ground angle can
inconvenience, and that, for two reasons:

ally

First, because it will make the machine more likely
to run crooked when rolling along with the skid on the ground,
and also ‘oecauseit decreases stability at the take off and
increases the ohmce of the maohine capsizing, as will be shorn “
later.

Without taking into acoount the position of the axis
of thrust, let us assume that the @rplane has coinciding cen-
ters and that, although the wheels are on the ground, a uniform
regime is established for a very short time, the machine being
in the line of flight (Fig. 13).

Consider the equilibrium of the forces when.the air-
plane ha8 a large ground angle, the wheels touching the ground
greatly in advance of the center of gravity G:

The machine is then maintained in the line of flight

e
by the aotion of the elevator set at C&= + X, SO that at sma~~
angles of attack the center of thrust for the whole of the glid-
er is sufficiently far back to ensure the moment of the reaotion
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to lift with respect to the center of gravity, equilibrating
the moment of the reaction of the wheels with respect to the
same center of gravity. The reaction of the ground orIthe
~heels is ‘notnormal to the ground, it has a horizontal compo-
nent equal to the product of the vertical component and the
coefficient of friction of the wheels on the ground.

The total.resultant is thus slightly inclined to the
rear; it nevertheless passes in front of the center of gravity
of the machine, so that, in ordez to bala?me it, the thrust due
to the actions of the air must, on the contrary, pass to the
rear of this center of gravitY.

The result is that if the machine is normally bal-
anced very ?ar back, the oenter of thrust at the take off will
very probably fal~ on the sheaf of a curves corresponding to
unstable balance,

In this case if, for any reason the machine begins to
point up, it will continue in that position unless the pilot
acts on the elevator, but finds a position of equilibrium when
the righting torque of the actions of the air balances the car-
rying torque of the wheels, the mouent of which has always a
maximum.

-
If, on the contrary, the machine begins to point down—

the center of thrust moves rapidly backmrds and the machine
continues nose diving. The reaction torque of the wheels,
which might oppose this movement$ does not necessarily increase,
for though the reaotion of the ground may increase, its lever
arm decreases owing to the change in the direction of the air-
plane.

Under these conditions the z:achinewill most usually
capsize before the pilot has time to intervene.

When the wheels touch the ground near the vertical of
the center of gravity, the positim of the centex of thrust
corresponding to balance also approaches G and may be in the
region of good stability.

It is pexfectly clear that only airplanes having the
centez of gravity very muoh forward cam tolerate a large ground.
angla, and the further back the maohlne is balanoed, tha greater
must be the red.uotionin the grdund angle.

-

.—

We have examined the question of stab~lity of bal-
anoe tithout mentioning the causes which may disturb it. tie
of these oauses is the ground, the inequalities of Which may
increase or reduce the reaotions on the wheels and c-h&ngetheir
direotion.
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For instsmce, an hequal ity of the ground which in-
creases the reaction, generally inclines it, at the same time,
further to the rear. .

If the inequality of ground increases the torque due
to the wheels, the machine will point upwards and the angle o“f
attack increases, but if the oenter of thrust is in a stable
region, it moves backwards and will again find a position of
balance. When the effect of the inequality ceases, the machine
will resume its position.

If the inequality of ground reduces the torque due to
the.wheels, the airplane points downwards, the center of thrust
move-sforward if it is in a stable region and recovers a posi-
tion of equilibrium. ..

In short, ~h~n the actions of the air are ~fficient,
when the airplane can taxi along in the line of flight, for in-
Stante, a large ground angle d~s not inczease safety,-but, cn
the contrary, reduces it.

Machines balanced too much to the rear are, generally,
unstabu at the take off -d have a s-ecial tendency to cap-
size; this tendency increases with increase Of the ground angle.

E.~eylfor ~~1 balanced ~ach~es, it is better to have
a small ground angle when the airplane is in the line of flight,
3 to 5°, so that, when the skid is on the ground we shall have
a gzound angle of 15 to 20°, sufficient for taxi-ing with safe%y....

The ground angle required for the airplane to run I
along the ground, skid down, may be still further reduoed if
there-are emergency kheels in front to check any tendency to
capsize on a poor terrain.

INFLUENCE OF WING PROFILE AND OF PASSIVE RESISTANCE.

The system of curves on which this whole discussion is
based correspond to a given glider. If the general configur-
ation of the glider be modified, the smep of the curves will
be appreciably altered.

We have already shown that the Eosition of the axis
of thrust in the glider has a fundamental influence on the gen-
eral sweep of the a curves. .

It is also quite natural to assume that the u ourves
will change their sweep if the profiles of the wings and tail
planes change or if the shape of relative position of the con-
stituent elements of the glider varies (fuselage,l~ding gear,
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— floats, rigging, eto.). The aerofoils and these elements are,
in fact, subje.~ttc actions cf the air (individual or inter-
ferential actions) the sum of which defines the ma~nitude and
direction ot the total resultant, and, therefore, the position
of the oenter of thrust the displacement of which we have been
studying.

The approxi-natelaw of balance which fixes the center
of gravity between the formrd 1/3 anti1}4 of the wing is thus
not sufficiently precise to be utilized in all oases without
being checked. And when an inventor adopts new arrangements af-
fecting the shape or position of the wings and fuselages, he
must, as when he places the axis of thrust in extreme positions,
have recourse to wind tunnel tests in order to determtne the
particular balance ourves of his machine and the best relative
position of the center of gravity with respeot to the wings.

INFLUENCE OF THE.STEERING MK%TANISII. “

Each constituent element of the glider has a greater
or less share in determining the law of displacement of the oen-
ter of thrust in the ensemble, In the present state of our aero-
dynamical knowledge, however, it seems very diffioult to dis-

— tinguish olearly the part taken by eaoh.

We will endeavor to indicate the sense of the individ-
ual action of certain parts (more especially of the steering
mechaniszn)on the displacement of the total oenter of thrust of
the machine, and to find out what important factors of equilib-
rium may vary tith the dimensions, shapes, and relative posi-
tions of such steering mechanism.

The torque resulting from the actions of the air on
the steering mechanism may be reckoned, a rough appyoxhzation,
as being proportional to the surface of the tail s for a oel-
lule of given area S.

It may also be considered as practically proporti~al
to the.length of the relative lever arm, that is, for a given
depth of wing 1, and a distanoe L from the center of thrust
of the tail to the oenter of total thrust, proportional to L/l.

● We may thus write this torque

A g~~”
S1

The coefficient A depends on

in the form:

the profile of the tail
- planes, that is, on the value of
w %

on the mean velocity Vf
of the airstream in which the tail iane finds itself when the
speed of the cellule is V, and lastly, on the relative dizec-
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— tion of the air filaments alxmt the tail [a direction which dif-
fezs from that of the initial ai.rstrsarxon account of the devi-
ation of the air filaments produced by the planes of the cellule)

Briefly, we may represent the
elevator by an expression of the form:

relative action of the

%
varies with a aoooxding to the tail profile

adopted and with tk angle of attack of the tail.

Vf always less than V, varies with the drag of the
molecules of air along the fuselage preceding the tail.

Experiments made in the Laboratory see~ to indioate
that the airstream along the fuselage may slow down by about 2C~.

This 10SS of velocity i% certaihly due to the forms
of the fuselage and must inorease with its length.

It must also depend on the angle of attack, since the
— relative displacements of the bodies masking the tail planes

correspond to variation in the angle of attack.—

On aotual machines
Ly.

s/S =d L/l vary rather slight-
The product S/s X L/l has a value of the order of those

given below:

AIRPLANES ●. S/S :L/h~x~

BREGuE~ 14 A2 .

SALMSON 2 A2

FARMAN 50 Bn2

CAUDRON 23 BN2

SPAD 13 C 1

S.E.A. 4 C 2

FOKKER D 7 C 1

HENRI-PAUL Bn2 (the glider

..

.
●

●
✎

..

..

.
●

..

studied) :

0.12 :

0.106 :

0.0905:

0,106 :

0.134 :

0.1016:

0.2.276:

0.100 :

3.01 : 0.362

3.33 : 0.354

2.94 : 0.266

3.12 : 0.33

2,’73 : 0.366

3.22 : 0.327

3.10 : (),396

3,26 : 0,326
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The variations of the product =x ~ must have a c~-

. bined aotion cn %&e a curves, displacing%hek in relation to
the wing, movin~ them backwards when the product diminishes,
and forward when it increases. These variations must also act
on the relative spacing of ‘theourves and on their sZope with
respect to the axis of the thrust.

By varying this product it Wmuld therefore be possi-
ble to enlarge the region of good stability an~ thus make it
easier to balanoe the machine.

This appears by a comparison of Figs. ? and 12, which
correspond to gliders having monoplane tails of different areas.

It should, howwer, be noted that this produot s/S x
L/l cannot be indefinitely increased, for this invol’~esan in-
crease in the weight and dimensions of the fuselage> and this
is often incompatible with the laws of good construction and
with the conditions of form essential to the tail and fuselage.
We further note that the relative variations of L can only be
small, and qxperienoe shows that the gain obtained by the in-
crease of L/l tends rapidly towards zero.

This may be partly explainedby the deorease of VI
which inevitably results from the increase of L, and which

— produces a result the oontzary of that sought.

The variations of the ratio V~/V have the same kn-
Sluenoes as those of S/~ and L/l.

Therefore, in each particular case it is of advantage
to adopt the arrangement of tail planes fm w-hichthis ratio is
maximum and for which the elevator action is the most efficient.

The best position of tail pl=es is, ct course, found
outside the wake of the fuselage in regions where V? is prac-
tically e~al to V; this is partly realized for the upper part
of biplane tails and for the tails of maohines having connecting
beams.

vf/v is
i-es with

the wake
at large
front of

In point of fad, the positicm giving ths best ratio
not the same for all cases of H.ight. This ratio var-
the angle of attaok at whioh the machine is flying.

In flight at small angles, the monoplane tail is in
of the fuselage and has, therefore, a poor Vi/V; while
aagles it has only a small part of the fuselage in
it and again has a very good Vi/V.

On the contrary, the biplane tail has a better v’/v
angles and a poorer one at large angles,

,
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On the U ourves thie is marked by a variation in
the ourves, the a cuxve of the biplane tail having the least
slope at small angles of attack, and the monoplane tail having
the least slope at large axgles.

This appears clearly Gn Fig. 14, where the displace-
ment of the curves may be attributed to difference of tail
area, but where the variations ~f ourvalnxe are to be imputed
to the difference M the kind of tail adopted.

Lastly, the ratio of the flexible to~the fixed parts
anQ the tail profile have an influence which combines with
that of the ‘wingprofile to give the u curves their general
sweep.

If the-tail is bkplane, the influenoe of the inter-
action of the planes and that of tke supplementary passive re-
sistexmes di~inish its fineness ratio and thus partially re-
duce the gain vfhichmight have been hoped for fr~m the in-
crease of VV/V.

SENSITIVENESS OF THE AIRPLANE TO THE ACTION OF THE

STEERING MECHANISM?,

3e will define the sensitiveness of the glider to
the aotion of the steering mec-hanismby the relativs ~agni-
tude of the displacement of the center of total thrust corres-
ponding to a given variation of the setting for a given angle
of attack.

Given the general sweep of the a curves, the airp-
lane is more sensitive to the action of the steering meohan-
ism as the a curves are relatively further apart and as their
slope is less pronounced.

Summarizing the foregoing remarks, we may conclude
that the sensitiveness of the machine de~ends:

Ist. On the position of the center of gravity which de-
fines the region in which these curves are utilized at normal
regimes. -

2nd. On the
the form of the a

3rd, (h the

4th. On the
. THE TAIL PLANES.

5th. On the
tail plane.

position of the axis of thrust in the glider,
curves varying with this position.

ratios Sjs, L/l, ‘J~/v.

polars of the wings of the cellule, and ON

ratio of the fixed and flexible parts of the
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Conside~ing the multiplicity of causes, we can see
how clifficult ii is to analyze the phencmena observed in eaoh ,
partioular flight.

In our opinion, it is indispensably necessary to have
wind tunnel tests made for each case, giving the curves on
which the balance of the machine can be based.

A discussion of this kind is Gnly useful as it serves
to give a rational direction to research work and to indicate
the modifications in the parts of the glider which are the most
likely to lead to the desired results.

For instance: it should be noted that for monoplane
tails, considering the influence of Vi/V, there will genez-
ally be every advantage in making them with a large span anti
small depth.

This fineness ratio should be oarried as far as the
possibilities of solid, rigid construction permit.

ECKJILIJ3RIUMOF FORCES.

All the preceding con~lusions have been obtainedby.
studying the relative positim of the forces concerned, with-

— out taking into account the order of magnitude of these forms.

Hem e, the stability of the glider has only been stud-
ied as regards mwemen% about the center of gravity, taking as
reference direction that of the relative velocity of the air
without considering climbs or loss of altitude wi~ichmay re-
sult from the maintenance of balance; these conslderaticms may, .
however, be of vital importance iticertain conditions of
flight, in particular, in flight near the ground.

In order to render this discussion complete, we must
consider the other equations of flight, and in particular the
equation of lift and the equation of power. Here also we will
assume that there is an established regimes namely, that of a
horizontal flight uniformly rectilinear.

Comparing at a given altitude (Fig. 15) the power re-
quired and the powr available for horizontal fli ht at a given
altitude (consequentlyat a given angle of attack7 it is easy

~to see what are the conditions of equilibrium of these two pow-
ers, and, hence, of the stability of the corresponding regime.

If we fix the throttle setting, we dispose, according
to the efficiency of the propeller (which itself depends on-
the speed ~f displacement V), of a pQwer of thrust represented “
in function of this speed V by a curve Tla altogether below ;
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the ourve Ta which represents the maximum power available at ~
fuil throttle,

The curve Tfa intersecting the curve of required
po-werat two points, L andR, only two regimes of flight are
possible at the altitude considered. The regime marked by L
is that of slow flight; it marks the lowest speed at ~ioh,
with the throttle adopted, the machine can keep at the altitude
considered, The point R marks the high speed regime usually
employed.

Slow flight is obtained with a large angle of atta~k,
high speed with small angles.

We have shown that at large angles of attack, the
glider considered alone was in stable equilibrium, whatever
mi~ht be the balance of the machine, provided that the eleva-
te; w@3 efficient.

In flight at large angles of attaok the
of forces is, on the contrary, unstable, on Fig.
seen that if, at point L there is an accidental
available power, the machine is subjeoted to drag

equilibrium
15 it can be
reduoti.onof
and its speed

decreases. Now; at a lower speed it must have a larger angle
of attack in order to keep the same altitude. From this in-—
crease in the angle of incidence comes an increase in the Power
required for the flight, augmenting still further the initial
conditions in whioh the forces are not in ecpilibrium. This
regime is therefore dangerous in flight near the ground.

As a matter of fad, if the pilot does not touch the
elevator, the machine, having stability of fozm, begins to de-
scend, keeping, with respect to its line of flight, the angle
of flight corresp~ding to the setting of the elevator.

Thus, by the action of!gravity, the power required is
found during the descent.

If, on the contrary, the pilot does not wishto de-
scend on account of the configuration of the ground, and makes
the mistake of pulling the stick in the hope of keeping his al-
titude by increasing the angle of incidence, he ads to the ~on-
ditions in which the foroes are not in equilibrium and comes
dom still more r=pidly.

At high speed regime (angles of attaok smaller than
the tingleof minimum power required), the glider is stable,
that is, it keeps a determined position with respect to the rel-
ative velooity of the airstream, provided that the center of
gravity is not too far back.-
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The equilibrium of fcrce is then stable also in hor-
izontal flight, and in studying a case similar to that at L,
we remark at the point of equilibrium R, that if there is a
reduction of available pow r, the resuit is such a decrease of
speed that, at the a.ltitude considered, the required power is
reduced even more than the power available, so that the flight ,
centinues with excess power and the variations in power are such
that they act against ihe accidental conditions in which the
forces are not in equilibrium.

In any case, the pilot cam be sure of keeping his al-
titude by a maneuver which will counterbal~ce the accidental
variation of the angle of attack.

At the altitude considered, he is safe sc 3ong as
the power available is greater than the minimum of power re-
quired for flight at that aZtitude.

To sum up: if we consider only machines with coin-
ciding centers:

For small angles of attack: airplanes having the cen-
ter of gravity too.far back are unstable frcm the fact that
variations in the position of the center of thrust oaused by
disturbances which produce elementary variations of the angle
of attack.

Airplaaes in which the vertical of the center of grav-
ity falls in the forward 1/3 of the wing are stable, and their
stability is greater as the center of gravity is further for-
ward. These machines are very sensitive to elevator action at
small angles,

The angle of flight being less than the angle of uin-
imum power, the equilibrium of forces is stable in horizontal
flight.

For large angles of attack greater than the angle of
minimum power required for flight at the given altitude, the
regime of horizontal flight is unstable, owing to the instabil-
ity of the equilibrium of available and required power, what-
ever be the balance of the machine.

Still, planes balanced to the rear have, generally,
at these large angles$ a stable glider, that is, which has an
automatic tendency to keep the same angle of attack with re-
spect to the relative airstream; while machines balanced for-
ward have the glider non-maneuverable and incapable of finding
equilibrium in flight owing to the insufficiency of its steer-
ing organs. In point of fact, the latter defect gives re~ative
safety, since it makes low speed impossible.
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In discussing the stability of the equilibrium of
for~es, we have not brought in the position of the axis of
thrust with respect to the center of gravity of the machine,
A few remarks should be made on this subject.

The variatiQns of power znayproduce accidental condi-
tions in which the forces are not in e~ilibrium between the
proFeller thrust and the resistance of the air to thrust. What
may be the effect of such conditions in which the forces are not
in eqpilibrium on the machine?

For a plane having its center of gravity below the
axis of thrust, if the thrust increases the machine tends to
dive; if thrust decreases, it has a tendency to point upwards.
Both these tendencies are usually centrary to the wish of the
pilot, .who, normally, accelerates the engine for climbing and
reduoes the thxottle for a descent.

still,
which have to be
same altitude in

these tendencies correspond t
made at high speed regime in
spite of variations of power.

o the
order

maneuvers
to keep the

For a machine having its center of gravity above the
axis of thrust, if thrust increases the maohine has a tendency
to point upwards; if,thrust diminishes, the tendency is to
point downwards, The tendencies of the richine aonibatthe ac-
cidental conditions in whioh the forcss are not in equilibrium
of the
eu.vers

volved

pcwers and also normally correspond to the reflex znan-
which the pilot must make for ascending or descending.

, CONCLUSIONS.

We have indicated the multiplicity of elements in-
in the equilibrium of an airplane, the variation of

which usually d~fines the oondition~ of balauce which must be
realized.

The ohbioe of the wing~,profileis generally deoided
by aerodynamical considerations and corresponds to the per-
formances which the constructor wishes to obtain. ~

On the other hand, the position of the axis of pro-
peller thrust is determined by structural considerations and
acoording to the use for which the machine is intended; nor,
generally speaking, can this position be vacied to any appreci-
able extent. It should, however, be placed as low as possible,
having regard to the conditions arising from the type of ma-
chine to be built.

—
We also stated that the length of the fuselage i.s
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fixed to within very slight variatione, practically without in-
fluence.

Therefore, for inproving the balance of an airplane,
‘wecam alter:

1st. The

2nd. The

3rd. The

4th. The

By making
ferent tails, it is
ment, having regard

position of the center of gravity.

dimensions of the tail.

Srofile of the tail.

position of

wind tunnel
possible to
to the axis

of a curves affording the most

In this region should

the tail plsnes,

tests on the glider with dif-
determine what tail arrange-
Of thrust, will give the system
extensive region of good balance.

be placed the center of gravity.

Unfortuktely, the position of this center of gravity
is also affected by considerati~s of construction and load,
and it can only be-varied within extremely narrow limits, even
on model machines.

In serial machines, tolerances of construction may
so greatly modify the position of the center of gravity as to
render the balance of one maChine very different from that of
its neighbor.

Therefore, in order to be able to give good balance
to each particular machine, it is absolutely necessary to ailow
a certain amount of tolerance in construction so that large
masses may be displaced by a few centimeters.

For instance, we should be able to displace the fus-
elage with respect to the cellule (small variations of L are
Of no importance) or, in multimotors with lateral beds, we
should be able to slightly change the position of the engines
in the beds.

Since such possible displacements will generally be
very small, we see the great advantage of BASING THEM ON WIND
YUNNEL TESTS.

These.tests will enable us to find the general ar-
rangement of glider offering the best guarantees of stability,
sensitiveness, and maneuverability.

POSITION OF EVENTUAL
may chsmge, as also the weight

LOAD. -
of fuel

The load of
it carries.

the airplane
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T3erefore the elements of this load and %he gasoline
tanks must be sc piaced that any loss of might in them will
not injure the stability of the maohine.

In the first place, they should be plaoed as near as
possible to the center of gravity.

In the seoond place, if the machine is well balanced
with a full load, the weights which may vary should preferably
be placed to the rear of the center of gravity, so that a light-
ening of weight will throw the total center of gravity further
formrd, thus increasing stability.

In placing suoh meights as tanks, bombs, ox mail bags
too far to the rear of the center 0$ gravity, we fall however,
into another error, for the lightened airplane will be balanced
too far forward and will only be able to land at a small angle
of attack involv~ng too high landing speed.

If the machine is balanced formrd when loaded, the
variable masses may be in advance of the center of gravity; the
lightening of the machine will allow it to land at a larger
angle, that is, at a lower speed, without any injury to its
stability,

We must again repeat that tna really unstable ma-
chines are those having the center of graviiy too far back, or
the axis of thrust placed too high in the glider.

conplet
better

Machines having the axis of thrust too
ely unstable at normal regimes of flight;
inverted than in a normal position.

high
they

may be
will fly

The wheels shcmildbe placed slightly in advance of the
center of gravity, but when the machine is in the line of
flight the gzound angle need not be more than a few degrees.
For airplanes having the main wheels on the vertical of the cen-
ter of gravity, an auxiliary set of wheels may “oeplaced in
front of them in order to increase safety; these will prevent
the maohine capsizing when maneuvering on the ground at reduced
speed, These extra wheels should not be usually employed izn
taking off and landing; they will only touch the ground in case
of an exaggerated nose dive.

Lastly, we can only once more urge airplane ma,nufao-
turers to interest themselves very especially in wind tunnel
tests.

These tests may not always give satisfactory quanti-
tative results, but they will always give the sense of the
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variation of effeots, they till determine causes and will serve
as a sure ~guideto the seeker, who would otherwise wander
blindly; his work would certainly suffer if he neglected to
guide himself by well thought out tests on reduced models of
his uachine,

Translated from “La Vie Technique & Industrielle,ll1320, by the
Paris Office, N. A. C. A.
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